
Q1. What is StrongLink?

- StrongLink, by StrongBox Data Solutions (SBDS), is an intelligent software
solution that provides IT organizations with policy-based data management
automation across any storage type, from any vendor. StrongLink addresses
the problem of bridging multiple storage silos by leveraging metadata-derived
intelligence combined with storage resource management tools to provide
end-users complete control over their data and the storage it lives on,
regardless of its location and throughout its entire lifecycle.

Q2. When is StrongLink relevant?
- StrongLink is typically used in environments with:

● Unstructured data -- Typically data volumes from ~500TB and up.
● Multiple vendor storage types / media / protocols / locations.
● The need for storage technology migration for refresh or storage tier

management.
● Data lifecycle management requirements.
● Problems managing seamless user access across different storage

silos.
● The need to build an active archive – seamless offload to cloud or LTFS

tape accessible by users.
● The need to extend on-premises data management to include

cloud-based storage

Q3. What are the main customer storage data
challenges that StrongLink helps to solve?

- Controlling storage costs, by seamlessly offloading data from primary storage
to other storage choices.

- Not knowing exactly how active their data is, which department or project it
belongs to, or which storage type it should live on at its current lifecycle stage.

- Ensuring that users can find their files, even when they’ve been moved to
archives or other storage, and without burdening the IT staff.
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- Automating policy-based data movement, to ensure data is accessible to
users on the right storage type at the right time, to increase user productivity
while reducing IT management burden.

- Ensuring seamless data migration for tech refresh, tiering, or other storage
optimization can be done transparently to users.

- Enabling IT to manage multi-vendor storage environments in ways that must
not disrupt their users and applications.

Q4. What does StrongLink do?
- StrongLink analyzes unstructured data across any storage type, to aggregate

multiple types of information (metadata) into the StrongLink aggregated
metadata database (MDDB).

- In this way the system provides users with a comprehensive suite of tools,
and to enable policy-based management of data and storage resource
utilization across any storage type from any vendor.

- StrongLink virtualises all storage platforms into a global namespace that
bridges otherwise incompatible storage technology.

- File access by users and applications is seamless via multiple protocols,
including SMB/CIFS, NFS, S3, the StrongLink CLI, and the open API. In
addition, a web-based Control Panel application and system management
console are included.

- StrongLink’s policy-based workflow engines driven by data intelligence
ensures files can be copied and/or moved to any location directly and
automatically and based upon user-defined workflow requirements or copy
management needs.

- StrongLink strictly adheres to open standard protocols and devices, to
eliminate vendor-lock.

Q5. How is StrongLink priced?
- StrongLink is not licensed by data volume, as many solutions are, but rather is

priced by the number of CPU cores required for the type of workflows needed
by the customer.
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- StrongLink is sold as a software subscription, with sizing based upon the
number of CPU cores needed per node. Workloads and use cases vary from
customer to customer, so this model ensures that the system is sized to the
customer’s actual requirements.

- Subscription pricing is sold based upon a yearly rate, with discounts for three
or five-year commitments.

- Subscriptions include standard support and maintenance for the software,
including software feature upgrades. Premium 24x7 support is available for
an extra charge.

- In addition to the base license,  there are two optional StrongLink feature
modules:

● StrongLink LTFS - is a turn-on feature to support the addition of tape
libraries seamlessly into file workflows. StrongLink supports libraries
from any vendor.

▪ StrongLink LTFS is priced by the number of drives allocated to
StrongLink control, from a minimum of two drives.

▪ Although StrongLink can be sized to accommodate any number
of drives across multiple tape libraries, the LTFS pricing is
capped at 12 drives. Above that number the license is unlimited.

● StrongLink Galaxy Replication:
▪ This is an optional feature that enables two or more StrongLink

instances to be linked together for single or bi-directional
replication.

▪ StrongLink Galaxy Replication licenses include a small turn-on
charge, in addition to  separate fees for professional services for
configuration.

Q6. System Sizing
- System sizing is usually between 16-20 CPU cores per node, depending on the

use case.

- Systems start as small as a single 16-core StrongLink Star (node) for non-HA.

- HA configurations are called a StrongLink Constellation, which start from a
minimum of three Stars.
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- Multiple StrongLink Constellations may be linked together for bi-directional
replication in StrongLink Galaxy.

- Hardware reference specs and VMware requirements are available upon
request.

Q7. System Scalability
- There is no limit to scalability, so StrongLink can grow incrementally to

accommodate extremely large I/O and data volume requirements.
- Starting from a minimum three-node Constellation for HA, the system can be

expanded at any time to accommodate any IO throughput rate or object
count.

- Some of our largest customers began small with a single node, but have
continually expanded over several years to accommodate increasing IO
requirements and data sizes.

● The largest is currently sized to manage IO at rates of about 2PB per
day between multiple disk and tape based storage platforms.

- StrongLink systems can be expanded at any time, so customers don’t have to
over provision until they need higher performance for their use cases.

- StrongLink does not cache or store any customer data. Only metadata is
housed on the StrongLink nodes.

● Note: StrongLink may be connected to customer storage either in or
out of the data path, or a hybrid of both. This enables maximum
flexibility when working with extremely high IOPS or latency sensitive
applications.  Contact a SBDS technical resource to understand more
about these flexible configuration choices.

Q8. Describe StrongLink High-availability
configurations.

- StrongLink is designed with a scale-out architecture. For HA configurations,
this starts with a minimum of three StrongLink nodes in what is called a
Constellation.

- There is no head-node or single point of failure. All StrongLink Stars (nodes)
are peers in a self-healing architecture.

- The StrongLink metadata database (MDDB) is sharded with full replicas
across the available nodes in the Constellation. As changes occur in the
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system, those changes are instantly replicated to the MDDB shards across the
nodes.

- All operations are load balanced across all available node resources.
- In the event of a node failure in a three-node StrongLink Constellation, the

system will continue operations, and an alert notification will be sent.

Q9. How easy is it to add additional nodes and how
many do you support?

- The process to add nodes is very simple and will include an automated
self-discovery of the node and all other nodes in the constellation.

● Once an additional node is provisioned, it becomes part of the
Constellation fabric and is a peer with the other nodes.

- There is no limit to the number of nodes that can be added to a StrongLink
Constellation.

● Typically node count is dictated by the aggregate throughput
requirements of the customers. The speed of the customer network
and storage performance are typically the gating factors in sizing a
system.

Q10. How do you size the StrongLink requirement for a
given customer?

- We have an initial sizing questionnaire that our Solutions Architect work
through with the client and includes items such as

● Types of and size storage types (on-premises and cloud) to be
managed initially, and in foreseeable future.

● Number of users and access protocols required by users and
applications.

● Rough number of files /objects.
● Any performance requirements, such as throughput, IOPS, etc.
● Network infrastructure type and performance.
● Customer use cases.
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Q11. Does StrongLink use stubs, symlinks, or agents on
storage?

- Not at all.
- StrongLink was designed to work with any storage platform without the need

for agents, or the use of proprietary hooks such as symbolic links or file stubs,
both of which typically become fragile and hard to manage over time.

- In addition, to avoid the pitfalls of vendor lock-in this architecture also
overcomes the limitations and added costs of traditional HSM technologies
by not requiring large disk caches, and enables “Any-to-Any” data movement
from any storage directly to any other.

● In this way, data can move by policy to and from different tiers directly,
without having to go through the typical multi-hop rehydration cycle of
traditional HSMs, which adds time and consumes additional storage
resources.

- StrongLink’s metadata database keeps track of all files and file copies, on
whichever they are now, or are moved based upon policies to ensure
uninterrupted access by users and applications.

Q12. Does StrongLink connect to storage in-band (in
the data path) or out-of-band (out of the data path)?

- StrongLink can be connected to storage either in and/or out of the data path
depending on the application and use case.

- Often customers will have a hybrid of both, with high IOPS storage or latency
sensitive applications configured on storage where StrongLink out of the
datapath, but other volumes or storage types for general file access and tiered
storage are accessed via the StrongLink Global Namespace and VFS.

- Storage in-the-data-path configurations key points:
● We call in-band or in-the-data-path configures Advanced Managed

Stores (AMS)
● When storage is configured with StrongLink as AMS, all of the data on

those storage devices become part of a global namespace visible to
users based upon their permissions.

● Users have direct access to data across all storage devices in the
global namespace. As files move by policy from one storage type to
another, users maintain the same uninterrupted connection.
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● All user actions and file changes are tracked instantly, with data
provenance and audit trails maintained.

● Data migration, tiering, and other storage infrastructure changes may
occur by policy or by IT staff but are transparent to users, whose
access to the files is uninterrupted.

- Out of the data path key points:
● Typically, very high IOPS use cases, or applications such as online

editing of high resolution content are configured with StrongLink out of
the data path.

● In such scenarios, users and applications will access the out-of-band
file system directly, as before.

● StrongLink can still harvest metadata from those files, and tag them
with custom metadata. All StrongLink file action policies, including
queries, copy, tiering and other policies may be performed on
out-of-band data stores in the same way as for storage that is in the
data path.

● StrongLink will monitor the external file system for changes after the
fact, and update the metadata record accordingly.

▪ This means that StrongLink cannot control user actions, or
maintain audit logs of user actions if they are accessing the
storage directly, out of the StrongLink data path.

Q13. Does StrongLink support tape?
- Yes, StrongLink includes an optional license to enable LTFS tape support, and

is compatible with any tape library manufacturer.
- In this way tape becomes a seamless extension to flash & disk-based storage

infrastructures, to take advantage of the low cost of tape storage.
- This also means IT administrators can simplify managing data across

otherwise incompatible storage types of different price bands.
● In doing so, customers have much greater control to reduce storage

costs by automatically moving data to the appropriate tier (including
tape) without interrupting user access.

Q14. What are the key benefits of StrongLink LTFS?
- Take advantage of the economics of tape-based storage, with the simplicity of

flash or disk. 
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- Automatically offload seldom used data to a tape-based active archive, that is
fully accessible to users.

- The StrongLink LTFS module extends StrongLink’s ability to directly manage
any storage type to now include tape libraries from any vendor. 

- This means that for automated, policy-based data movement, tape-based
storage capacity is now available directly to users and applications via
StrongLink as a storage resource. 

- Because tape-based storage is seamlessly integrated into the global
namespace, this also means that users with the appropriate permissions can
get direct access to archives or other files that previously would have required
IT access.

- And because StrongLink supports file copy management, it means that
protection copies of active files that may exist in other storage can be
maintained on tape for protection.

- StrongLink supports vaulting as well, which means that copies of files may be
exported to create an air-gap to help with protection from Ransomware
attacks to primary data storage.

Q15. What differentiates StrongLink from its key
competitors?

- Cross Platform Storage Management -
● Ability to support Tape, Disk, Flash, Object, Cloud

- In-band and/or out-of-band:
● StrongLink has the flexibility to be configured either in and/or out of the

data path, for maximum compatibility with customer workflows.
- Pricing:

● StrongLink is priced based upon the customer’s performance
requirements, and not by data volume or user count.

- No vendor lock:
● StrongLink is an open system designed to help customers break

vendor lock by not using symlinks, stubs, agents or other proprietary
hooks that can trap customers.

- Data protection features:
● File Versioning
● Data lifecycle history
● Audit trails
● File copy management (Multi-instancing of files)
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- Security features:
● StrongLink is self-contained, and ties into customers’ existing

authentication system.
● No links to external resources are required.
● All internal functions and metadata are encrypted.
● Data is encrypted in flight.

- Cross platform global namespace:
● StrongLink provides a seamless policy-based global namespace across

any storage type, including flash, disk, tape and cloud. This includes
support for storage solutions from any vendor.

- Multi-Protocol file access:
● File access by users and applications is seamless via multiple

protocols, including SMB/CIFS, NFS, S3.
● Control of the system can be done via a web-based Control Panel

application and system management console.
● StrongLink CLI and open API available for customers who prefer

script-based operations.
- High-performance “Any-to-Any” data movement, between otherwise

incompatible storage types.
● No dedicated disk cache required.

- Self-healing HA architecture:
● StrongLink is by default designed in a self-healing scale-out HA

architecture.
- Open Standard Architecture

● Metadata are open standard JSON documents.
● API is open, JSON based.
● Customer data is unaltered by StrongLink in its native form.

- Can start small, and scale without limitation for both IO and file/object count.
● There is no limit to the volume of data or IO rates that StrongLink can

be sized for.
- Powerful policy-based Workflow scheduler to automate file and storage

management tasks.
- Policy based data movement is transparent to users
- Custom Metadata tagging and filtering.

● Simple interface makes query and metadata accessible to average
users who don’t have database or query language training.

- StrongLink supports multi-site bi-directional replication for both metadata and
file replication between multiple locations.

- Metadata-Driven Workflows & Queries
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- Automated Data Lifecycle Management,
- Small File Optimization - StrongLink Containers
- Data Visualization & Analytics
- StrongLink is developed entirely in the US by SBDS staff.
- Customer support is managed from our US HQ in Portland OR.

Q16. What are the key benefits of StrongLink to the
customer?

- Remove Complexity
● Global control across multi-vendor storage silos
● Global view and access to all files on any storage
● Enable seamless cross-platform collaboration

- Reduce Storage Costs
● Automate active archiving & tiering to cut storage costs by 80%
● Less human intervention, more automation reduces OpEX by 50%

- Enforce Data Protection
● Automate data lifecycle management
● Enable cross-platform file copy management, with versioning

protection
● Meet privacy, curation, audit, and governance requirements

Q17. Who are the key competitors to StrongLink? Who
do you see as your nearest competitors?

- StrongLink is unique in that it competes with solutions that touch on data
management, data protection, storage resource management and other
workflow automation or asset management functions.

- These include companies such as Quantum, IBM Spectrum Scale, and other
storage ecosystems, which often only work within their product suites.
StrongLink enables vendor neutral control to bridge outside of such
ecosystems.

- StrongLink is also often compared with solutions that provide data
management features, such as Komprise, PoINT Software, Atempo, iRODS, or
Starfish.  Although each of these is limited in some way, compared to the
broader solution offering of StrongLink.

- In addition, StrongLink often displaces point solutions for tiering such as
Versity, Qstar, HPE-DMF.
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Q18. Which vertical markets do you target with
StrongLink?

- High Performance Computing (HPC) environments
- Life and earth sciences
- Higher education research
- Oil and Gas
- Media and Entertainment
- Technology, Automotive, Manufacturing
- Finance - for managing unstructured data

Q19. What is your POC process – free trial software?
- We provide our software for POC trials alongside a structured statement of

work that understands the customers’ requirements and upon meeting or
exceeding those requirements the customer has the approved budget and
authority to move forward with a purchase.

- We also specify what hardware or virtual environments will be required for the
POC and the customer will need to acquire that hardware and build the test
environment with our support.

Q20. How do you go to market? Direct or indirect?
- 100% channel focused and so either single tier (via reseller) or dual tier (via

distributor and via reseller) indirect.

Q21. What is your policy on deal protection?
- Our channel partners are required to use our partner portal for deal

registration and they will be protected on a deal via a ‘first come first serve’
basis for 90 days. Registrations are renewable for active deals.

Q22. What sales and marketing tools do you have?
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- Our general web-site includes many collaterals and these are enhanced by
specialist tools that the reseller partner can access via the partner portal.

● Partners may also request co-branded versions of sales collateral.

Q23. What support levels do you have?
- We have a standard 5x8 business day/hours support included in our standard

yearly subscription fees and we can extend that support to 365 x 24 x 7 with
our premium subscription fees.

Q24. Can I uplift your PS with my own value-add
services

- Yes, we have the ability to provide professional services and ‘train the trainer’
during the initial set-up, configuration and tuning so that you can handle the
future installations/projects and charge separately for those services.

Still have questions?
Contact us at

partners@strongboxdata.com
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